Minor In Italian
by taking six courses LI263 and above

Pre Requisites
LI111/112/211/212 or equivalent determined by Italian Placement Exam or AP/SATII score
*These courses can also be completed through BU Study Abroad's Padua, Italy Program

Meet with an Advisor
Request an advisor by contacting Professor Nancy Harrowitz at nharrow@bu.edu

Take Classes...
Choose from:
HI260  The Venetian Republic (offered in Padua) *
LI263  Modern Italian History (offered in Padua)
LI283  Twentieth Century Culture and Italian Film (in English Translation)
LI473  The Masters of Italian Cinema
CC201  The Renaissance, Rediscovery, & Reflection (counts as one "related" course)

300-level language courses
LI312  Italian for the Professions *
LI313  Italian Media and Popular Culture *
AH349  Art Renaissance Padua (offered in Padua) *

LI 350-355 Sequence,
LI351  Italian Lit II: Renaissance and Baroque *
LI352  Italian Lit III: Modern Period. *
LI354  Contemporary Italian Lit (offered in Padua) *
LI355  Migrant Italian Lit (offered in Padua)

LI 380-475 Level literature and film courses,
LI386  Fascism and the Holocaust In Italy *
LI450  The Novel in 19th & 20th Century Italy *
LI459  Primo Levi with Holocaust Literature *
LI 475  Literature and Film in Fascist Italy *

* Satisfies HUB requirements

For more Information contact: Laura Brusetti at brumcgin@bu.edu

Up to four courses taken through the BU Study Abroad in Padua may count towards a minor